What The Good Schools Guide says
Head
From April 2017, David Bradbury, currently deputy head of South Hampstead High. BSc in
physics, MSc and PGCE, all from Keele, plus an MA in education from the Open University.
Physics co-ordinator at Bangkok Patana School for a number of years; taught at Chase Terrace
High and Newcastle-under-Lyme College; head of physics at Nicholas Chamberlaine School and
assistant head at Alleyne's High School. Hobbies and interests include archery, cookery, cryptic
crosswords, film, literature and music, as well as hill-walking and board games.
Dr Martin Stephen, most recently high master at St Paul's, is holding the fort during the spring
2017 term.

Academic matters
A broader band of ability than in most of the fiercely competitive London day schools –
something the school takes pride in and, together with its small class sizes, sees as a ‘unique
selling point.’ Only 12 in a class in years 4-6, an average of 15 in years 7 to 11 (we saw several
smaller ones) and smaller still in the sixth form means that attention can be given to each child –
you can be sure that there will be both stretching and confidence building. A godsend for the
discerning parent who can see through the merry-go-round nature of 11+ and wants to ensure
their child is educated rather than exam-processed. Hence the increasing demand for places
lower down the school; there is now one class in each of years 4 and 5 as well as two in year 6.
Piles on the value added – 'We're always near the top of the value added tables' is the boast.
No Latin or Greek at GCSE (‘there isn’t the demand from our parents,’ we were told). Economics,
computing, sport studies and media are offered, along with the traditional subjects. All pupils take
at least one of French, Italian or Spanish, not much enthusiasm for taking up a second modern
language. If your daughter speaks Italian at home, she is encouraged to do Spanish as her
GCSE option. If you want your child to take a GCSE in, for example, Arabic, the school will
facilitate it within the timetable, but the onus of paying and finding the teacher is on you.
At GCSE, 89 per cent achieved five or more A*-C including English and maths, 26 per cent of
grades A*/A in 2016. The value added shows at A level, where the results are more impressive,
most being in the B-D bracket, with a decent sprinkling of As (38 per cent A*/A grades and 66 per
cent A*/B in 2016). We saw small tutor groups of as few as five – notably these were in science
subjects. Clever ones, with offers from Oxbridge as well other Russell Group universities. Arts
subjects tend to be busier (up to 15 in a group). Library manned by full-time librarian and a nice
place to sit and read. Lots of fiction, used for competitions, book club and quiet study. As an
academic resource it is risible (school prefers 'needs developing' and reminds us that the
individual heads of departments keep library resources in their offices). Good IT suites and
resources for the popular media and film options.
Setting in maths, science and English from year 7. Plenty of movement between sets, we were
assured. Sizeable number of mild dyslexics but no additional support in lessons apart from
general support from class teacher. Staunch policy of no withdrawals from classes (except once
weekly for children who have EAL). School employs four specialist learning support teachers
who will arrange to see children outside lesson time in groups of two or three to devise strategies
to help them access the mainstream curriculum. No screening on admission. However SENCo
oversees general provision and monitoring – 80 to 90 children perceived as having some kind of
mild learning disability or difficulty and some have IEPs. Most with more than the mildest
difficulties seek support outside school. Inside school, the attitude is healthy – 'I'm not treated as
if dyslexia is a crime, unlike at my last school,' we were told. Two of the three buildings have lifts
but school will be helpful if someone breaks a leg and move lessons to the ground floor.

Games, options, the arts

Well known for sporting prowess despite there being virtually no facilities on site. Pupils are
bussed or walk everywhere – mostly to Regent’s Park, with pitches and courts of all kinds,
Seymour Place for swimming – and the results and achievements, given the conditions, are
impressive. Years 7 to 9 have sport timetabled four times a week (one of the advantages of no
canteen and shorter lunch breaks: time can be reallocated to sport). Football and netball tours of
Barbados, swimming teams win competitions (Westminster champions five years in a row),
masses of medals in cross-country and local honours in athletics and team sports. Pervasive
pride in school sports, helped, no doubt, by classy Olympians on staff. However most really keen
sportsmen and women do their serious sport outside school – girls’ football a particular highpoint.
Sport now compulsory to year 12 – one afternoon a week minimum of netball or football.
Music and drama similarly ‘massive.’ Music mostly means pop and jazz (we saw lots of ukulele
enthusiasts). There are also a few violinists and woodwinders amongst the jazz pianists,
guitarists, drummers and bassists who predominate, but eclectic range of music taken seriously.
We were shown round by a budding actor in year 10 who enthused about the opportunities he
has been given to develop his talent. Wholehearted, whole school productions annually – West
Side Story, Singing in the Rain, The Producers and Annie are recent offerings; not on site as no
suitable space but venues include the RADA studios in WC1. Upper school recently performed a
resoundingly successful Richard III – which was then a sell-out at the Edinburgh Fringe. Lower
school (up to year 9) recently performed Skellig as their annual production. Good-sized on-site
drama studio can accommodate smaller productions (we were impressed with the assortment of
costumes and props).
Art in the lower school is lively and inventive. We saw ink portraits in the style of Peter Howson,
as well as Pop Art-style Creme Eggs. Fewer than 10 do art A level – facilities limited, though
there is a textiles room and school excels in photography. DT similarly energetic – resistant
materials, pewter casting, CAD and CAM, though all in rather small and poky rooms in
basement. Lots of extracurricular stuff – when we visited a stress management workshop was
being delivered to all GCSE students. Trips galore – we have seldom seen such a full
programme. Much use made of London’s galleries, museums and exhibitions, plus the nearby
wider world and the opportunities it offers for field, sporting and other educational exercises, both
here and abroad.

Background and atmosphere
This is a young school, founded only 20 or so years ago by the visionary head of science at St
Paul’s Girls', Richard Walker. His aim was to create a smaller independent co-ed senior school
that wasn’t super selective. Part of the Alpha Plus group, it forms one of their 18 UK schools and
colleges, bringing the advantages of the economies of scale. Portland Place – the road – is a
broad, straight thoroughfare in the heart of Regency London, two minutes from Oxford Circus to
the south, two minutes to Regent's Park to the north. It is lined by august embassies (China,
Kenya, Poland, Portugal) and the HQs of royal and learned institutions (architects, physicists,
radiologists, anaesthetists). The main school building – Portland Place – identifies itself with a
modest brass plate and is elegantly splendid. It is rare for us to compliment a school on its decor
but a pleasure to do so here. Eye-catching blue carpet up and down the stairs (not just on the
ground floor for show as elsewhere), magnificent ceilings, cornices, columns, capitals and
fireplaces: nowhere more so than in the old ballroom, rescued from its carapace of false ceiling
and fluorescent tubes and very much in use. All in tip-top nick. This building houses the lower
years, the hall (used for gym and dance) and the top floors (formerly the servants' quarters)
accommodate music and languages.
A second building in Great Portland Street, five minutes away, houses the upper years and has a
breathtaking eyeball-to-eyeball view of the BT Tower, seemingly within grabbing distance.
Harford House, also in Great Portland Street and with a facade resembling that of a corporate
HQ, is home to art, drama and science. It's a logistical nightmare – five or seven storeys to be up
and down all day, three buildings - and it all has to be timetabled, supervised and navigated. We
suppose everyone to be very fit – a real bonus for children who need lots of movement and
exercise if they are to perform well mentally.

No school kitchen. Pupils bring packed lunches or order in from local cafés (which deliver dozens
of paninis etc in little brown carriers). Years 10 and 11 and the sixth hang out in the many cafés
in or around Great Portland Street and just love the privilege of this kind of freedom.

Pastoral care, well-being and discipline
Definitely an informal feel to the place. Although pupils are not quite on first name terms with
teachers, one can sense an equality in the relationships not seen in more traditional
establishments. Good use of sixth form mentors for years 7 and 8 – really fosters inter-age group
understanding and friendships, especially helpful in so small a school. Solidly structured pastoral
care hierarchy picks up and deals with problems, but there’s a pervasive sense of everyone
looking out for everyone else. People seem to know each other’s little brothers and sisters here.
Parents praise the home-school communications and especially the termly parents’ evenings.
‘The teachers are mostly young and energetic,’ enthused a parent, ‘and you really get to know
them.’

Pupils and parents
More boys than girls (about 60:40 in lower years) – simply because there are so many more girls’
and co-ed schools in London. Mixed, as befits its location – trad, moneyed independent
education veterans alongside newbies and newcomers from here, there and everywhere,
blended with those who couldn’t get into the ‘academic’ schools and for whom PP has been a
jolly lucky find. From the whole urban sprawl – no longer just the north and west but around 30
per cent from east and south too. Mostly UK born and based but also from pretty much the rest
of the globe, solar system and beyond, in a great undivided family. Brains? Yes, though common
denominator more palpably pleasure, pride and enthusiasm for the place.

Entrance
There are 8+, 9+ and 10+ intakes (and 7+ from 2017) – partly to steal a march on the
competition and partly to meet the needs of those who dread the 11+ circus and will do anything
to avoid it (wise move). ‘Informal tests’ in English and maths with deputy/head of year. Year 7
has tests in English and maths and a chat with a teacher. For places at 12+, 13+ and 14+, same
format plus additional test in science. School keen to dispel image that it’s the go-to place for a
child on the dys-strata. Child has to be able to cope and pupils who can’t will be turned down. A
few join at year 12, on flexible terms. They come, at 11, from a large number of schools – state
and independent.

Exit
Wide range of post-A level destinations and courses, including sports and exercise science,
mechanical engineering and forensic investigations at the newer universities. The odd one to
study music and to art college, and one medic in 2016; London and Sussex universities popular.
About 30 per cent leave after GCSE (mostly to non-fee paying sixth form colleges).

Money matters
No scholarships or bursaries offered at any point.

Our view
Small, nurturing and refreshingly relaxed. A haven of creativity in the pushy academically
competitive world of London day schools. A place for engaged, lively, normal kids – privileged,
yes, but Sloanes, no. Becoming ever more popular as more and more people discover it. The
challenge will be to maintain its ethos of ‘broader academic intake’ in the face of increasing
demand.

